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Brand New Book. India is becoming an increasingly visible, powerful and influential state within the
global system. As this rise to prominence continues, better appreciating the interests and principles
that structure the international interactions of South Asia s largest state has never been so
important. Keen to embrace an expectant future as a great power, India s transitional journey has
been characterised by astounding diplomatic achievements and significant strategic failures. In this
robust and comprehensive analysis, Chris Ogden introduces students to the key dimensions of
Indian foreign policy from her emergence as a modern state in 1947 to the present day. Combining
theoretical insight with numerous case studies and profiles, he examines the foreign policy making
process, strategic thinking, the crucial search for economic growth, and India s difficult regional
position and troubled borders. Tracking the trajectory of one of the 21st century s major Asian and
global powers, later chapters focus on New Delhi s multilateral interaction, great power dynamics,
and expanding relations with the United States and the world. Critically assessing what kind of great
power India can and wants to be, this wide-ranging introduction...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. This can be for anyone who statte there had not been a well worth studying. You are going to like just how the writer write this pdf.
-- Mr s. Adr ia na Schmidt V
Extremely helpful for all class of folks. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any moment
of your time (that's what catalogs are for about if you check with me).
-- Pr of. Za cha r y Pollich V
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